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Saturday, May 10
Chapter Meeting

The May 2014 meeting of 
the MMAW will be held at 
the Visual Arts Center 
(VAC) in the lower level of 
the Paramount Theatre, 
Downtown S. Cloud. 
Our challenge project is 
something made with two 
different pieces of wood. It 
could include, but not 
limited to glue-ups, 
contrasting colors and/
or embellishments. 
Check out John Huseth’s 
idea for a buffer.

Presidentʼs 
Message

  Summer is busy for everyone, so to 
help free up your weekends, the regular 
meeting time the second Saturday of the 
month has been changed. The new 
meeting time will be the second 
Tuesday of the month beginning in 
June.  Start time 6:30 PM and a social 
time of 6:00 PM start.  As far as this 
month’s project something made with 
two different types of wood your options 
are wide open no need to get exotic 
Minnesota has forty - three deciduous 
trees and nine coniferous trees  not to 
mention any of those that might have 
come from  overseas. Type in:  

dnr.state.mn.us/trees_shrubs for more info on trees in Minnesota.
            On May 1st John Lucas from Baxter, Georgia did a 
demonstration consisting of both faceplate and spindle turning. While 
making this two part project, John went over a wide variety of 
techniques ranging from tool position on the rest, turning with the lathe 
in reverse while turning on the far side. 
At our May 10th meeting the demo will be making handles, it will go 
over wood selection, ferrules, finding the center and other essentials.  So 
if not wetting a line on one our 10,000 lakes during the fishing opener, 
come and check it out.
            Elections are not that far away.  The process needs to get under 
way with a committee responsible for selecting candidates for future 
positions that need to be filled. Then names for those positions need to 
get posted for all to see for August’s elections. There are a lot qualified 
members that would and can do an excellent job representing the club. 
All that I ask of you is to think about it. See you at the meeting!

http://dnr.state.mn.us/trees_shrubs
http://dnr.state.mn.us/trees_shrubs
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Hunter Tools are available at Mathew Hall in 
St. Cloud.  Ask about a 10% discount to 
MMAW members

 I wanted to try buffing my bowls but did not want 
spend a lot of money.  I put this system together with 
a kit from E-bay(Enkay 6 inch buffing and polishing 
kit, $24.98), 1/2 inch threaded rod and a few scraps 
of oak.  I think it is better then the 3 wheels on a 
shaft system because I can do the inside of large 
bowls.  The pieces are mounted in my favorite chuck 
and can be changed in seconds.  John H
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              MMAW Regular Monthly Meeting minutes from April 12, 2014

 

1.  Introduced new members.  Melvin Klasen and Joe Goerdt from Melrose, Mike Berganzer from Monticello 
and Pam Lillehei.

2. Quick discussion about John Lucas coming for a demo on May 1 from 6:00 to 9:00.  17 people have signed 
up so far at $20.00 a person.  Also discussed that we will be buying a larger lathe.  Cost will be appx. 
$3000.00 for the lathe and other items needed to go with it.  We may do some fund raising to cover some of 
the costs.  Ex. Board will discuss this further at their next meeting.

3. Jerry W. thanked all the people that helped with the Art Crawl, Wood Expo, Honor Canes and the Empty 
Bowls events.  (Albert Keppers has turned 24 canes so far and took more blanks home with him after the 
meeting!)

4. Jim Brodd reported that 550 people paid to come to the Wood Expo, a nice increase from last year.  Also, 
many door prizes were given away.

5. Show and Tell.
6.  Dan Monson had a couple sharpening jigs, two lidded vessels.
7. Bill Larson had two hors d’oeuvre trays, one oak and one maple.
8.  Mike Berganzer had a neat oak burl/wart that he had cleaned up and finished without turning it.  He wants to 

learn how to mount such items.
9. Pam and Tom Lillehei had three pens that they made.  Tom thanked the group for getting Pam excited about 

turning so that now he gets to share his hobby J and his lathe with her.
10. Gary Mrozek had several bowls that he had carved legs on.  He also had a bowl embellished with cooper.  He 

thanked Bill Larson and Nadine for some of the inspiration to try some new things.
11. Guy Schafer had a top and a goblet.
12. Eddie Och had a coffee mug he turned from a branch.
13. Nadine talked about a new style of pen (modified slim line) that she has started to make.  (she mentioned 

IAP library and Don Ward who has developed this, I think)  Alan Sias mentioned the site Freedompens .org 
during this discussion.

14. Jerry Wervey had a blue dyed bowl a turned circle like his jewelry from last month with stained glass 
mounted on the back, a sculpture and an interesting log wall hanging.

15.  Bill Sampson had some walnut for sale.
16. 50/50 drawing was won by Cliff Borgerding.  Cliff, remember to sell those tickets at the next meeting.
17. Empty Bowls had about 130 bowls turned in to them.  Guy Schafer will chair the committee next year and 

would like to get started sooner next year.  If you have a tree or wood to donate let him know.  We will talk 
more at the May meeting.

18. A change in the meeting day and times will be discussed concerning a summer schedule.
19. Brad Knowles had an interesting demo making hollow form using a capative boring bar.
20.  Select green, straight, knot free wood.
21. Rough turn, mount on face plate and do not remove till finished.
22. Shape outside to final shape.
23. Bore out center.
24. Use the captive boring bar for the inside turning.  Two types are the Townsend Elbow style or Jamison style.  

Turn about three inches at a time from top to bottom to finished thickness.
25. Sand inside and part off.
26. Reverse mount and finish bottom.
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Executive Board minutes from Feb. 10, 2014

Old Business. 

1. The treadle lathe will be worked on Feb. 11 at 8:15am.  It will be ready to go at the WoodExpo.
2. Discussed the WoodExpo.  We will have lathes for demos, literature and handouts, membership 

signups will be available.  John will recruit people for the demos.  We will not have bowls for sale 
because of the Empty Bowls table with bowls for sale there.  We need to keep encouraging our 
members to help with set up and tear down the day of the Expo.

New Business.

1. It was discussed(decided?) to have the treadle lathe at the July 30th Music by George.  Set up will 
be at 3-4, demos from 5-9 and tear down at 9:00.

2. The issue of member surveys was discussed.  We discussed having a policy about surveys.  The 
policy will be shared and discussed at the next meeting.

3. The issue of requesting donations from members by members was also discussed and it was 
decided to develop a policy concerning this topic.  The policy will be shared and discussed at the 
next meeting.
 

Thursday, May 1 John Lucas gave a demo of the techniques he uses to make a hand mirror. Alan Sias took 
lots of pictures, some of which are shown below, and they will give you a flavor of evening. John’s 
presentation featured quite a number of excursions concerning insights he has picked up over the years. At 
various points in the demo he discussed the use of CA glue, sharpening jigs and his own preference in 
sharpening profiles, skew techniques, his own miniscule turnings and the use of dowels to center blanks. He 
has a number of videos which can be found on Youtube at John60lucas.

DEMO: John Lucas Makes a 
Turned Mirror

continued on page 5
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Demo continued from page 4
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The Mid Minnesota Association of Woodturners (MMAW) is a members based not for profit 
organization, providing an environment of interest and activities dedicated to the enjoyment of 
woodturning activities and to promote woodturning to the local community through education 
and charitable events.

SHOW AND TELL


